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a b s t r a c t
This paper addresses a problem of cooperative formation control of a network of self-
deployed autonomous agents. We propose a decentralized motion coordination control
for the agents so that they collectively move in a desired geometric pattern from any
initial position. There are no predefined leaders in the group and only local information is
required for the control. The control algorithm is developed using the ideas of information
consensus, and its effectiveness is illustrated via numerical simulations.
© 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Due to the advances in communication, sensing, micro-electronics, and computing technologies, it becomes more
popular to deploy multi-agents or multi-robots in operations such as: object transportation [1]; localization and mapping
[2]; and monitoring and coverage [3–7]. In order to achieve these operations, each agent in a multi-agent network requires
to cooperate with each other in the network to fulfill a common goal. The cooperation takes place in the form of coordinated
control among the agents using the information from the network. However, to reduce the cost of an operation, each agent
may have very limited resources, e.g., communication or sensing powers. Therefore, a centralized control algorithm is not a
practical approach since not all the global information is available to each agent. To circumvent the lack of global information,
a decentralized approach should be considered.
The study of decentralized control laws for groups of autonomous agents has emerged as a challenging research area
recently, e.g., [8–15]. In this control framework, the motion of each agent is coordinated using local information such as
coordinates or velocities of several other agents that are closest neighbors of the agent at a given time. One approach to
developing these local motions is by the inspiration from the animal aggregations, such as schools of fish, flocks of birds
or swarms of bees, that are believed to use simple, local motion coordination rules at the individual level (e.g., [16–20]).
To simulate these behaviors, Vicsek et al. [21] proposed a simple discrete-time model of a system of several autonomous
agents and each agent’s motion is updated using a local rule based on its own state and the state of its ‘‘neighbors’’. This
simple but interesting model was then analytically analyzed by a number of researchers, e.g., [8,22,23,9,24,25]. Moreover,
modifications of the Vicsek model have also been carried out in, e.g., [24–27]. For example, the Vicsek model with adaptive
velocities was proposed in [26,27]; whereas the heterogeneous sensing Vicsek model was introduced in [28]. In addition,
the converging rate of the Vicsek model was studied in [24,25].
The basic feature of the Vicsek model is the local coordination rules or the nearest neighbor rules. These types of rules
in turn form a basis to the so-called consensus or agreement scheme (see, e.g., [8,11,12,9,15]). By using this scheme, a
group of agents can coordinate to achieve, e.g., a specific formation or geometric structure. One of the advantages of
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this consensus approach as compared to, for example, the traditional leader–follower approach (e.g., [29,30]) is that a
leader–follower scheme requires a predefined leader. Since there is no explicit feedback to the leader from the formation in
the leader–follower scheme and the leader moves independently, the leader may walk away and leave its followers behind.
However, the attractiveness of using this leader–follower scheme is that a formation coordination problem can simply be
reformulated as a typical regulation or tracking control problem.
Instead of assigning a leader in the group, the concept of virtual leader was also adopted in formation control. Using
a virtual leader, for instance in [14], a decentralized control law for the formation control or stabilization of a group of
unicycles was proposed. The control law proposed in [14] requires that the inter-vehicle communication graph be fixed and
the neighbors of each agent are the same for all time; whereas the communication graph in a typical consensus scheme can
be time-varying. In otherwords, the neighbors of an agentmay vary over time in a consensus scheme. Another approach that
is widely adopted for formation control is the artificial potential function approach (e.g., [31,32]). As its name suggests, this
approach is based on some potential functions, and these functions represent and realize the inter-agent interactions and/or
the interactionswith the environment. An advantage of this approach is that it requires less information to be communicated
among agents and naturally leads to a distributed control law. However, most potential function based algorithms suffer
from the fact that it is difficult to guarantee the convergence to the desired formation pattern.
By taking the consensus approach, the objective of this paper is to develop a decentralized or distributive control strategy
for a group of agents so that they form a given geometric pattern and collectively move in this pattern from any initial
position. For brevity, we focus on the rectangular pattern in this paper. However, our control strategy can be modified to
achieve other geometric patterns such as triangular or diamond patterns. In our problem, there are no leaders assigned
a priori, and the agents have to coordinate with each other in the group relying on some global consensus in order to
achieve and maintain a rectangular pattern. Potential applications of our formation control of a group of agents are for
sweep coverage [4] in operations like minesweeping [33], boarder patrolling [34], environmental monitoring of disposal
sites on the deep ocean floor [35], and sea floor surveying for hydrocarbon exploration [36].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we formulate the problem of decentralized formation control of
a network of mobile agents. Algorithms to address the formation control problem are developed and presented in Section 3.
Section 4 presents some simulation results to illustrate the proposed algorithm. Finally, some concluding remarks are given
in Section 5.
2. Problem formulation
In our decentralized formation control problem, the objective is to coordinate a group of autonomous agents so that
they form a rectangular lattice pattern and collectively move in this pattern from any initial deployment. The coordinating
algorithms are decentralized such that the agents can only access local information. We consider a multi-agent system
consisting of n agents labeled 1 through n. Let Vi(·) andΘi(·) be the speed and heading of the agent i, respectively. Also, let
l(s) = [cos(s) sin(s)]T be a unit vector with a given angle s ∈ Rmeasured with respect to x-axis and let pi = [xi, yi]T be the
position of the agent i. For a given sampling period T > 0, the discrete-time kinematic equations of the agents are given by:
pi((k+ 1)T ) = pi(kT )+ Vi(kT )l(Θi(kT ))T , (1)
for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . The speed Vi satisfies |Vi(kT )| ≤ vmax for i = 1, 2, . . . , n and all k ≥ 0. The initial
headings satisfy Θi(0) ∈ [0, π) for all i = 1, 2, . . . , n, and the initial positions of the agents are in a bounded set B ⊂ R2
with Lebesgue measure.
Agent i, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, has the ability to communicate with other agents that are in a disk of radius r defined by
Di,r(kT ) := {p ∈ R2 : ‖p− pi(kT )‖ ≤ r},
where ‖ · ‖ denotes the Euclidean norm. Let Ni(kT ) be the set of all agents j, j ≠ i that at time t = kT belong to the disk
Di,r(kT ) and |Ni(kT )| be the number of elements inNi(kT ). We describe that the agent i has |Ni(kT )| number of neighbors at
time kT . Let P be the collection of simple undirected graphs defined on n vertices, representing agents 1, 2, . . . , n. For any
time kT ≥ 0, the relationships between neighbors are described by a simple undirected graph G(kT ) ∈ P with vertex set
{1, 2, . . . , n} where i corresponds to the agent i. The vertices i and j of the graph, where i ≠ j, are connected by an edge if
and only if the agents i and j are neighbors at time kT . To study our problem, we impose the following assumption on G(kT ).
Assumption 2.1. The graph G(kT ) ∈ P is connected for all k ≥ 0.
For any integers γ , K¯ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} and scalars ψ¯, φ¯ ∈ [0, π), and s1, s2 > 0, we define a number points hi,j(kT )
relative to agent γ at time kT as shown in Fig. 1. The set of locations {hi,j(kT )} is defined as follows:
hi,j(kT ) = pγ (kT )+ s2(i− 1)l(φ¯)+ s1(j− 1)l(φ¯ − π/2) (2)
for i = 1, 2, . . . , ⌊n/K¯⌋ and j = 1, 2, . . . , K¯ ; and for i = ⌈n/K¯⌉ and j = 1, 2, . . . , n − ⌊n/K¯⌋K¯ . The hi,j(kT ) positions are
relative to the position of agent γ . In fact, the integer γ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} is not specified at the initial deployment and any
agent can eventually take up the h1,1(kT ) position. Similarly, the integer K¯ and scalar φ¯ are also unspecified at the initial
deployment. Thus, the dimensions and the orientation of the rectangular lattice are unknown a priori. Moreover, the heading
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Fig. 1. A group of agents moving in the rectangular formation with speed v0 and heading ψ¯ (n = 11, K¯ = 4).
ψ¯ of the rectangular lattice is also not specified at the initial deployment. However, the desired speed at which the group
of agents should move is known to all the agents. We let v0 be such a desired speed at which the group of agents should
move.
Definition 2.1. Given n autonomous agents, a set of decentralized control algorithms is said to be a rectangular formation
control for the agents if for almost all initial agent positions, there exist an agent γ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, integer K¯ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n},
and scalars φ¯, ψ¯ ∈ [0, π); and for each hi,j(kT ) location, there exists a unique index zi,j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} such that the
following condition holds:
lim
k→∞ ‖pzi,j(kT )− hi,j(kT )‖ = 0. (3)
In Definition 2.1, almost all means for all initial conditions except for a set of initial conditions has Lebesgue measure
(area) zero.
3. Algorithms
In this section, a set of control algorithms will be presented for the coordination of a group of moving agents to achieve a
rectangular formation. In brief, the algorithms consist of two stages. During the first stage, the agents coordinate and align
themselves into a line formation. Once the agents are aligned and each has been assigned an identity (ID) based on this line
formation, they start forming ⌈n/K¯⌉ number of parallel lines. The distance between these lines is s2. Depending on K¯ and n,
the last row of agents may not form a complete line as shown in Fig. 1.
3.1. First stage
In the following, a set of decentralized control laws will be proposed for the agents to use in the first stage. In this stage,
the objective is to steer the agents such that they achieve a line formation as shown in Fig. 2(b) from any initial position
(see Fig. 2(a)). Since the control laws for the agents are distributed or decentralized, they rely on the local information of
each agent. Information such as locations and coordination variables of an agent’s neighbors is available to the agent. The
coordination variables are for coordinating the motion of an agent with other agents in the group.
First, for agent i (i = 1, 2, . . . , n), we introduce the coordination variable Ki(kT ) that takes a value in the discrete set
{1, 2, . . . , n}. The initial value of this variable satisfies Ki(0) ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. This coordination variable will characterize
the dimensions of the triangular lattice that the agents will form, in particular, the number of agents along one side of a
rectangular pattern. At any time k = 1, 2, 3, . . . , agent i updates Ki(kT ) using the following ‘‘nearest neighbor rule’’. Let
Ai(t) be the average of Ki(kT ) at time kT , namely,
Ai(kT ) := 11+ |Ni(kT )|

Ki(kT )+
−
j∈Ni(kT )
Kj(kT )

. (4)
It is clear thatAi(kT ) ∈ [1, n]. Now we define the update rule for Ki(·) of agent i as follows:
Ki((k+ 1)T ) := ⌊Ai(kT )⌋. (5)
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Fig. 2. Agents’ relative positions: (a) initial deployment; (b) after stage 1; (c) at the beginning of stage 2; (d) during stage 2; and (e) rectangular pattern
formed (n = 11, K¯ = 4).
Nextwe introduce the coordination variableψi(kT ) for agent i. This variablewill be used to define the heading of the final
rectangular formation. The coordination variable ψi(kT ) has initial value ψi(0) = Θi(0). The variable ψi(·) is also updated
as follows:
ψi((k+ 1)T ) := 11+ |Ni(kT )|

ψi(kT )+
−
j∈Ni(kT )
ψj(kT )

. (6)
In addition, we introduce the variable ξi(kT ) ∈ {1, 2, 3 . . .} with ξi(0) = 1. This variable characterizes the row in the
formation that agent i belongs to at time kT . It is clear that during the first stage, ξi(·) ≡ 1. At time kT , we define a set
Si(kT ) = {j ∈ Nj(kT ) : ξj(kT ) = ξi(kT )}. The set Si(kT ) contains the neighbors of agent i that belong to the same row
as agent i. Similar to ψi(kT ), another coordination variable φi(kT ) for i = 1, 2, . . . , n is introduced and it will define the
orientation of the rectangular formation. The coordination variable φi(kT ) has initial value φi(0) ∈ [0, π), and we define:
Hi(kT ) := 11+ |Si(kT )|

φi(kT )+
−
j∈Si(kT )
φj(kT )

, (7)
for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, where |Si(kT )| denotes the number of elements in the set Si(kT ). The coordination variable φi(kT ) is
updated by
φi((k+ 1)T ) = Hi(kT ). (8)
In contrast to Ki((k + 1)T ), the variables ψi((k + 1)T ) and φi((k + 1)T ) will take any value in the interval [0, π) rather
than from a discrete set. Using φi(kT ), we define a variable that is the projection of the position of agent j, i.e. pj(kT ), in the
direction φi(kT ) as follows:
ci,j(kT ) = lT (φi(kT ))pj(kT ), (9)
for j ∈ Si(kT ) ∪ {i}.
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Similar to (7), we define the average of ci,j(·), j ∈ Si(kT ) ∪ {i} for agent i as follows:
Mi(kT ) := 11+ |Si(kT )|

ci,i(kT )+
−
j∈Si(kT )
ci,j(kT )

, (10)
for k = 1, 2, . . . . For each agent i, we introduce the coordination variable Fi(kT ) = ci,i(kT ). Using φi(kT ) and Fi(kT ), a line
Li(kT ) that agent i belongs to at time kT is defined as:
Li(kT ) = {p ∈ R2 : lT (φi(kT ))p = Fi(kT )} (11)
for i = 1, 2, . . . , n and k = 0, 1, 2, . . . .
This line is instrumental in determining the control for agent i. To develop the control action alongLi(kT ), we let qij(kT )
be the projection of the position of agent j ∈ Si(kT )∪{i} on the lineLi(kT ) at time kT , and it is given by qij(kT ) = lT (φi(kT )−
π/2)pj(kT ). Using this, for any agent i, we define its neighboring agents α, β ∈ Si(kT ), provided that if they exist,
qiα(kT ) < q
i
i(kT ) < q
i
β(kT ). (12)
During the first stage, if both agents α and β exist for agent i, then we define
Qi(kT ) =
qiα(kT )+ qiβ(kT )
2
. (13)
If α exists but not β , then we define
Qi(kT ) = q
i
α(kT )+ qii(kT )+ s1
2
. (14)
On the other hand, if β exists but not α, then we define
Qi(kT ) =
qiβ(kT )+ qii(kT )− s1
2
. (15)
Before introducing our decentralized control laws, we define
v¯i(kT ) = (Qi(kT )− qii(kT ))/T
vˆi(kT ) = (Mi(kT )− Fi(kT ))/T (16)
for i = 1, 2, . . . , n and k = 1, 2, . . . . Using (16), we introduce the following variables:
vi(kT ) =

v¯i(kT )2 + vˆi(kT )2;
θi(kT ) =

φi(kT )+ ξi(kT )− π/2, if vˆi(kT ) ≥ 0
φi(kT )− ξi(kT )− π/2, if vˆi(kT ) < 0,
(17)
where ξi(kT ) := cos−1(v¯i(kT )/vi(kT )). Now we are in a position to present a set of decentralized control laws that is
described by:
Vi(kT )Θi(kT ) = vi(kT )l(θi(kT ))+ v0l(ψi(kT )). (18)
3.2. Second stage
The first stage of the algorithm presented previously will drive the group of agents into a line formation. However, our
objective is to drive the agents into a rectangular lattice pattern as shown in Fig. 1. Therefore, the purpose of the second
stage of the algorithm is to meet this objective and will be presented in this subsection.
Asmentioned in Section 2, the dimensions and the orientation φ¯ of the rectangular lattice are not predefined. In fact, these
parameterswill only be known to the agentswhen a global consensus is reached via sharing of local information. The control
(18) guarantees that all agentswill be aligned andmoving in a line formation under the connectivity Assumption 2.1. In other
words, the coordination variables have reached their respective consensus values. In addition, using rule (4), the variable
Ki(·) will also reach a consensus value K¯ that belongs to the discrete set {1, 2, . . . , n}, i.e., Ki(·) = K¯ for i = 1, 2, . . . , n.
The value K¯ will characterize the number of agents in each row of the final formation. Once the agents are aligned and
Ki(kT ) has reached a consensus value K¯ , the leftmost agent initiates a counting sequence and the agents then count from
the leftmost agent to the rightmost agent. By doing so, each agent has a unique number or ID defined by Ni ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}
that characterizes its location counted from the leftmost agent. By letting the leftmost agent be agent γ and the rightmost
agent be δ, we have Nγ = 1 and Nδ = n and the agents between them from left to right have numbers from 2 to n − 1. As
long as the rightmost agent has Nδ = n (meaning that all the agents have been assigned IDs), the algorithm moves to the
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second stage. In other words, just before moving to the second stage, there exists a set {z1, z2, . . . , zn}, that is a permutation
of the set {1, 2, . . . , n}, such that agent z1 = γ is at the leftmost position of the line, agent z2 is at the right hand side of
agent z1, and so on. Therefore, the right most position is taken by the agent zn = δ.
During the second stage, agents that have their IDs Ni greater than K¯ will move down to form a number of lines that are
parallel to the first line of agents (see Fig. 2(c)–(d)). The distance between these lines is s2. At the beginning of the second
stage, the position of agent zK¯ is passed to agent zn via agents zK¯+1, . . . , zn−1. Agent zn uses this information and moves to
the position that is below agent zK¯ with distance s2 between them. At the same time, agents zK¯+1, zK¯+2, . . . , zn−1, zn set their
variable ξi(·) to 2 (since they start forming a second layer of agent array).
To drive agent zn below agent zK¯ with distance s2, agent zn uses the following rules:
Qzn(kT ) =

(qzn(kT )+ qzn−1(kT ))/2, if qzn−1(kT ) > qzK¯ (kT ),
(qzn(kT )+ qzK¯ (kT ))/2, otherwise.
Mzn(kT ) = (Fzn(kT )+ czn,K¯ (kT )− s2)/2,
(19)
where czn,K¯ (·) = lT (φzn(·))pK¯ (·). By using (19), the position of agent zn will satisfy
lim
k→∞(pzK¯ (kT )− pzn(kT )) = s2l(φ¯). (20)
At the same time, agents zK¯+1, zK¯+2, . . . , zn−1 will follow agent zn to go below agents z1, z2, . . . , zK¯ since ξzK¯+1(·), ξzK¯+2(·),
. . . , ξzn(·) are all set to 2. In addition, there will be a distance of s2 separating these two rows of agents. Using algorithms
that are similar to the ones developed for stage 1, agents zK¯+1, zK¯+2, . . . , zn−1 will start to align themselves forming a second
layer of agents that is parallel to the first one.
If n = 2K¯ , the number of agents in the second row will equal to K¯ and a rectangular formation is achieved. On the other
hand, if n > 2K¯ , the number of agents in the second row will exceed K¯ and a rectangular pattern cannot be achieved, since
there will be n− 2K¯ excess agents that will move beyond agent z1. One way to achieve the configuration as shown in Fig. 1
is that the n − 2K¯ excess agents move down in the direction of −l(φ¯) below agent z1, instead of moving beyond agent z1.
Once these agents have moved down, they again can start forming the third layer of agents. Similarly, if n = 3K¯ , three rows
of agents will be formed and each row has K¯ number of agents in it. However, if n > 3K¯ , the n − 3K¯ excess agents will
move down in the direction of−l(φ¯) below agent zn. By repeating this process, there will be ⌊n/K¯⌋ number of rows formed
with K¯ number of agents in each row. For the last row, i.e., row ⌈n/K¯⌉, there will be n− ⌊n/K¯⌋K¯ number of agents in it, as
illustrated in Fig. 2(e).
In order to achieve the objective of the second stage, we need to modify v¯i(·) and vˆi(·) for agents that have IDs greater
than K¯ (i.e., agents that are not in the first row). After reaching the second stage, we will define two imaginary linesW1(kT )
andW2(kT ) that represent the sides of a rectangle orientated in the direction of l(φ¯). As shown in Fig. 2(d), these two parallel
lines can be defined as
W1(kT ) := {p ∈ R2|(p− pz1(kT ))T l(φ¯ − π/2) = 0}
W2(kT ) := {p ∈ R2|(p− pzK¯ (kT ))T l(φ¯ − π/2) = 0}.
(21)
The distance between these lines is (K¯ − 1)s1.
Using these lines, we first consider the case when the variable ξi(kT ) of agent i is even (i.e., the even row). If both
neighboring agents α and β of agent i exist as defined by (12), and pα(kT ) ∉ W1(kT ) or pβ(kT ) ∉ W2(kT ), then we use
Qi(kT ) in (13) for agent i. If β exists but not α, or if β exists and α is onW1(kT ), thenQi(kT ) is defined by (15). If α exists but
not β , thenQi(kT ) is defined by (14). If agent i hitsW1(kT ) and there are no other agents in Si(kT ) that are onW1(kT ), agent
i is then placed atW1(kT ) andQi(kT ) = qiη,1(kT ), where qiη,1(kT ) = lT (φi(kT )− π/2)ηi,1(kT ) and ηi,1(kT ) := Li(kT )∩W1.
When agent i moves along the lineW2(kT ) from row ξi(kT ) − 1 and agents α and β do not exist, then agent i is placed at
W2(kT ) and defineQi(kT ) = qiη,2(kT ), where qiη,2(kT ) = lT (φi(kT )− π/2)ηi,2(kT ) and ηi,2(kT ) := Li(kT ) ∩W2.
Next, for the case with odd ξi(kT ) and ξi(kT ) ≠ 1, we can define Qi(kT ) for agent i in a similar manner as for the case
with even ξi(kT ). If both agents α and β exist, and pα(kT ) ∉ W1(kT ) or pβ(kT ) ∉ W2(kT ),Qi(kT ) is defined by (13). If α
exists but not β , or if α exists and β is onW2, then Qi(kT ) is defined by (14). On the other hand, if β exists but not α, then
Qi(kT ) is defined by (15). If agent i hitsW2(kT ) and there are no other agents in Si(kT ) that are onW2(kT ), agent i is placed
atW2(kT ) and we defineQi(kT ) = qiη,2(kT ). When agent imoves alongW1(kT ) from line ξi(kT )− 1 and agents α and β do
not exist, then agent i is placed atW1(kT ) and we defineQi(kT ) = qiη,1(kT ).
If agent i is the agent placed at W1(kT ) and ξi(kT ) is odd and not equal to 1, or at W2(kT ) and ξi(kT ) is even, then we
define S¯i(kT ), γi and M¯i(kT ) such that
S¯i(kT ) := {j ∈ Ni(kT ) | ξj(kT ) = ξi(kT )− 1};
γi := arg minj∈S¯i(kT )|lT (φi(kT ))(pj(kT )− pi(kT ))|;
M¯i(kT ) :=

ci,γi(kT )+ ci,i(kT )− s2

/2.
(22)
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The value M¯i(kT ) is for maintaining the distance between 2 rows of agents at s2. Using Mi(kT ), M¯i(kT ) and Fi(kT ), we
introduce
Mˆi(kT ) =

Fi(kT )− s2, ifQi(kT ) < qiη,1(kT )
orQi(kT ) > qiη,2(kT )
M¯i(kT ), if pi(kT ) ∈ W1 orW2;
Mi(kT ), otherwise,
(23)
and also
Qˆi(kT ) =
q
i
i(kT ), ifQi(kT ) < q
i
η,1(kT )
orQi(kT ) > qiη,2(kT )
Qi(kT ), otherwise.
(24)
To update the row number, we have
ξi((k+ 1)T ) =

ξi(kT ), if qiη,1(kT ) < Qi(kT ) < q
i
η,2(kT );
ξi(kT )+ 1, otherwise. (25)
Using Mˆi(kT ) and Qˆi(kT ), we modify v¯i(kT ) and vˆi(kT ) in (16) as follows:
v¯i(kT ) = (Qˆi(kT )− qii(kT ))/T
vˆi(kT ) = (Mˆi(kT )− Fi(kT ))/T .
(26)
Again the control law for agent i is described by (17)–(18).
3.3. Main result
Theorem 3.1. Consider n agents and their dynamics are described by Eq. (1). Suppose that Assumption 2.1 holds. Then the
decentralized control (16), (18) and (26) is a rectangular formation control for the agents.
Proof. See the Appendix. 
4. Simulation results
In this section, we first present two numerical simulations to illustrate the proposed algorithm. In the first simulation,
a group of agents (n = 19) forms a rectangular formation with the consensus value K¯ = 5 and moves in the consensus
direction of ψ¯ = 1.433 as shown in Fig. 3. It is clear that all the agents are aligning during the first stage (see Fig. 3(a) and (b)).
Fig. 3(b) shows that the agents are aligned and ready to switch to the second stage. In the second stage (see Fig. 3(c)–(f)), the
agents start forming a rectangular pattern by coordinating themselves following the strategy as shown in Fig. 2. In Fig. 3(c),
the agents form into two rows only. As time proceeds, three rows and then four rows of agents are formed as illustrated
in Fig. 3(d) and (e), respectively. In Fig. 3(e), even though the last row (i.e. the fourth row) of agents have already formed,
the distance between agents in this row is not the same as that in rows one, two and three. At time k = 380 as shown in
Fig. 3(f), this distance becomes consistent with that of the previous rows and from this time on, the agents will maintain and
collectively move in the rectangular formation as defined in Definition 2.1. Since n = 19 and the consensus value K¯ = 5,
there are only four agents, rather than five, in the last row as seen in Fig. 3(f). Fig. 4(a) and (b) show the speed Vi(·) and
headingΘi(·) profiles of the agents (i = 1, 2, . . . , 19), and they display that these values converged. In other words, all the
agents moved in the same direction (ψ¯ = 1.433) with the same speed (v0 = 0.01).
In the first simulation, the consensus values ψ¯, φ¯ and K¯ are unknown to all the agents a priori. In other words, at the
initial deployment, the agents have no prior knowledge of the heading of the swarm, the orientation of the rectangular
formation and the number of agents in each row, respectively. In the second simulation, we consider n = 40 agents. They
are required to move in the given direction of π/4, and to form a rectangular pattern with a specified orientation of π/4
and with five rows. To achieve this, we simply set ψ1(·) ≡ π/4, φ1(·) ≡ π/4 and K1(·) ≡ 8. As shown in Fig. 5, the group
of agents (n = 40) formed five rows with K¯ = 8. The agents form a prefect rectangular pattern with the orientation of π/4
and the same number of agents in each row. Also, the group of agents moves in the direction of π/4. Fig. 6(a) and (b) show
the velocity Vi(·) and headingΘi(·) profiles of the agents (i = 1, 2, . . . , 40), and again they show that all the agents moved
in the same direction (ψ¯ = π/4) with the same speed (v0 = 0.01).
The proposed algorithms assume that the locations of agents are exactly known. In practice, there are a number of
techniques that can be adopted for obtaining reliable positionmeasurements like robust Kalman filtering (see, e.g.: [37,38]).
To address the positionmeasurement noise, a strategy to handle cycling under corruptedmeasurements is proposed below.
Theorem3.1 implies that there exists ψ¯ such that limk→∞ |Θi(k)−ψ¯ | = 0 and limk→∞ |Vi(kT )−v0| = 0, for i = 1, 2, . . . , n,
i.e. all agents eventuallymove in the direction of the consensus heading ψ¯ with a given speed v0. Using a similar argument, it
is straightforward to show that if there are bounded uncertainties in the position measurements, there exist a finite time Te
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Fig. 3. Rectangular formation (n = 19) with K¯ = 5 and the agent positions (△ representing k = 0) at: (a) k = 3; (b) k = 30; (c) k = 60; (d) k = 120;
(e) k = 240; and (f) k = 380.
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Fig. 4. (a) The speed Vi; and (b) the headingΘi of all agents (n = 19).
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Fig. 6. (a) The speed Vi; and (b) the headingΘi of all agents (n = 40) with desired ψ¯, φ¯ and K¯ .
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Fig. 7. (a) The speed Vi; and (b) the headingΘi of all agents (n = 19) with noisy position measurements.
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Fig. 8. Rectangular formation (n = 19) with K¯ = 5 and the agent positions (△ representing k = 0) at k = 1000: (a) without cycling attenuation strategy;
(b) with cycling attenuation strategy.
and a scalar ϵe such that |Vi(kT )−v0| ≤ ϵe for all k ≥ ke and i = 1, 2, . . . , n. However, Vi(kT ) and alsoΘi(kT )may oscillate or
cycle around v0 and ψ¯ , respectively. The effect of cycling can be seen in a simulation study shown in Fig. 7(a) and (b);whereas
Fig. 8(a) shows the agent formation. By observing Fig. 7(a) and (b), it is clear that the heading and the speed of each agent
oscillate around ψ¯ = 1.422 and the given speed v0 = 0.005, respectively. In this simulation, the position measurement
noise is additive and described by εi(t) such that the position of each agent is given by (xi(kT ) + εi(kT ), yi(kT ) + εi(kT )),
where εi(kT ) is uniformly distributed in the bounded interval [−0.005, 0.005].
To attenuate the effect of cycling, we propose the following strategy. Since |Vi(kT ) − v0| ≤ ϵe for all k ≥ ke, one can
choose ve < ϵe and if |vi(kT )− v0| ≤ ve, then
Vi(kT ) = v0 and Θi(kT ) = ψi(kT ). (27)
The desired speed v0 is known to all the agents; whereas by consensus the coordination variableψi(kT ) satisfiesψi(kT )→
ψ¯ . By using this strategy and setting ve = 0.009, cycling is attenuated as shown in Figs. 9(a) and (b) and 8(b) shows the
corresponding agent formation. The speed and heading of the agents in this simulation with cycling attenuation strategy
are in sharp contrast to those obtained without the strategy as shown in Fig. 7(a) and (b). In other words, by using the above
strategy, the formation is less sensitive to position measurement noise and as a result, it is more steady.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, a decentralized formation control was developed to coordinate a group of autonomous agents so that
they collectively move into a rectangular lattice pattern from any initial deployment. The control was developed using the
consensus approach and it requires only local information. Numerical simulations were performed to illustrate the control
algorithm. To address the limitations of the current results, issues such as collision avoidance between agents, obstacle
avoidance, and physical constraints of the agents are currently under investigation.
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a b
Fig. 9. (a) The speed Vi; and (b) the headingΘi of all agents (n = 19) with noisy position measurements using cycling attenuation strategy.
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Appendix
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We will show it in terms of two stages. For the first stage, agent i has initial condition {pi(0), θi(0),
ψi(0), φi(0), Ki(0)}, for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. The connectedness property imposed in Assumption 2.1 and the update laws for
φi, ψi, Ki guarantee that there exist ψ¯, φ¯ ∈ [0, π) and K¯ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} such that
lim
k→∞ψi(kT ) = ψ¯, limk→∞φi(kT ) = φ¯, limk→∞ Ki(kT ) = K¯ , (28)
for i = 1, 2, . . . , n (see, e.g., [8,22,9]). In other words, agents 1, 2, . . . , n reach a consensus in terms of the variables
ψi(·), φi(·) and Ki(·). Using ψ¯ , we define the following system
pˆ((k+ 1)T ) = pˆ(kT )+ v0Tl(ψ¯) (29)
with pˆ(0) = 0 and write p(kT ) as follows:
pi(kT ) = p¯i(kT )+ pˆ(kT ) (30)
for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, and k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , where the state p¯i(kT ) is governed by
p¯i((k+ 1)T ) = p¯i(kT )+ Tl(θi(kT ))+ wi(kT ), (31)
wherewi(kT ) := Tv0(l(ψi(kT ))− l(ψ¯)).
Next, we consider system (31) and suppose that the algorithm does not switch to the second stage. By using (16), we will
show that there exist a scalar F¯1 and a fixed line
L¯1 = {p ∈ R2 : pT l(φ¯) = F¯1} (32)
such that
lim
k→∞ d(p¯i(kT ), L¯1) = 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, (33)
where d(p¯i(·), L¯0) is defined as the distance between the point p¯(·) and the line L¯0. Moreover, for a given s1 > 0, there
exists a set {z1, z2, . . . , zn} that is a permutation of the set {1, 2, . . . , n} such that
lim
k→∞ ‖p¯zi(kT )− p¯z1(kT )‖ = (i− 1)s1, (34)
for i = 1, 2, . . . , n.
First, using the facts that limk→∞ ‖wi(kT )‖ = 0 and limk→∞ φi(kT ) = φ¯, there exists a scalar F¯1 such that limk→∞
Fi(kT ) = F¯1 for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. By the definition of Fi and the property that limk→∞ φi(kT ) = φ¯, condition (33) holds.
To show condition (34), at time kT , we define the largest distance dmax(kT ) from the line L¯1 to p¯i(kT ) by
dmax(kT ) := max
i=1,2,...,n
d(p¯i(kT ), L¯1). (35)
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For a given δ > 0, condition (33) implies that there existsJ1 ≥ 0 such that dmax(kT ) < δ, for all k ≥ J1, and there also exists
a set {z(1)1 , z(1)2 , . . . , z(1)n } that is a permutation of the set {1, 2, . . . , n} such that the projections of the positions of agents
z(1)1 , z
(1)
2 , . . . , z
(1)
n on the line L¯1 satisfy the following condition:
qz(1)1
(kT ) < qz(1)2
(kT ) < · · · < qz(1)n (kT ) (36)
for all k ≥ J1, where
qz(1)i
(kT ) := [sin(φ¯) − cos(φ¯)]T × p¯z(1)i (kT ); (37)
for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. The rules for Qi(kT ) that govern qz(1)1 (kT ), qz(1)2 (kT ), . . . , qz(1)n (kT ), can be written as a linear dynamic
system
q(1)((k+ 1)T ) = A(1)q(1)(kT )+ b(1), for k ≥ J1, (38)
where
q(1)(kT ) :=

qz(1)2
(kT )− qz(1)1 (kT )
qz(1)3
(kT )− qz(1)2 (kT )
...
qz(1)n−1
(kT )− qz(1)n−2(kT )
qz(1)n (kT )− qz(1)n−1(kT )
 , b
(1) :=

s1/2
0
...
0
s1/2

and A(1) is a square matrix with elements A(1)i,j , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n − 1 such that A(1)i,i+1 = A(1)i+1,i = 1/2, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1; and
A(1)i,j = 0, for all other i, j. By using the result [39, p. 514], it can be shown that limk→∞ q(1)(kT ) = s11, where1 = [1 1 . . . 1]T
and hence,
lim
k→∞(qz(1)i
(kT )− qz(1)1 (kT )) = (i− 1)s1 (39)
for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Since limk→∞ d(p¯i(kT ), L¯1) = 0, we therefore have
lim
k→∞(p¯z(1)i
(kT )− p¯z(1)1 (kT )) = (i− 1)s1l(φ¯ − π/2). (40)
Therefore, for the first layer, there exists a set
Z (1) := {z(1)1 , z(1)2 , . . . , z(1)K¯ } ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , n} (41)
such that limk→∞ ‖pz(1)j (kT )− h1,j(kT )‖ = 0, for j = 1, 2, . . . , K¯ , since z
(1)
1 = γ .
So far we have showed that if the algorithm does not switch to the second stage, the agents will be in a line formation
with heading ψ¯ and the distance between agents in this line formation is s1. On the other hand, when the second stage is
activated, our proposed algorithms drive the agents that have IDs greater than K¯ (i.e., agents z(1)
K¯+1, z
(1)
K¯+2, . . . , z
(1)
n ) to form a
number of parallel layers of agents, and the distance between layers is s2.
As discussed before, if n ≥ 2K¯ , the K¯ of the excess n − K¯ agents will then form a second layer of agent array. We will
repeat the above argument, but in the opposite direction below agent K¯ , to show that K¯ of the n − K¯ number of agents
converge to h2,1(kT ), h2,2(kT ), . . . , h2,K¯ (kT ) relative to agent γ . By following the procedure used for the first layer, there
exists a line
L¯2 = {p ∈ R2 : lT (φ¯)p = lT (φ¯)(F¯1 − s2)},
an integer J2 ≥ J1, and a set
Z (2) := {z(2)1 , z(2)2 , . . . , z(2)K¯ } ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , n} \ Z (1)
that is a permutation of the set {1, 2, . . . , n} \ Z (1) such that
lim
k→∞ d(p¯z(2)i
(kT ), L¯2) = 0, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K¯} (42)
and
qz(2)1
(kT ) > qz(2)2
(kT ) > · · · > qz(2)n−n1 (kT ) (43)
for all k ≥ J2.
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Agent z(2)1 is below and connects with agent z
(1)
K¯
, and the location of this agent is the starting point for forming the second
layer of agent array. Similar to (38), we can write a linear dynamic system
q(2)((k+ 1)T ) = A(2)q(2)(kT )+ b(2)(kT ), for k ≥ J2, (44)
where
q(2)(kT ) :=

qz(2)1
(kT )− qz(2)2 (kT )
qz(2)2
(kT )− qz(2)3 (kT )
...
qz(2)
K¯−2
(kT )− qz(2)
K¯−1
(kT )
qz(2)
K¯−1
(kT )− qz(2)
K¯
(kT )

, b(2) :=

s1/2
0
...
0
s1/2

and A(1) is a square matrix with elements A(1)i,j , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ K¯ − 1 such that A(1)i,i+1 = A(1)i+1,i = 1/2, for 1 ≤ i ≤ K¯ − 1; and
A(1)i,j = 0. We have
lim
k→∞(p¯z21 (kT )− p¯z(2)i (kT )) = (i− 1)s1l(φ¯ − π/2), (45)
for j = 1, 2, . . . , K¯ . Therefore, for the second layer, we have
lim
k→∞ ‖pz(2)j (kT )− h2,K¯−j+1(kT )‖ = 0.
Similarly, K¯ of the n−2K¯ excess agentswill form the third layer of agent array below the second layer. Again, the distance
between this third layer and the second layer is s2. By following the above argument, it is then straightforward to show that
there exists a set
Z (3) := {z(3)1 , z(3)2 , . . . , z(3)n3 } ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , n} \ (Z (1) ∪ Z (2))
such that limk→∞ ‖pz(3)j (kT )−h3,j(kT )‖ = 0, for j = 1, 2, . . . , K¯ . Here, agent z
(3)
1 connectswith agent z
(2)
K¯
that is the leftmost
agent in the second row of agent array.
Therefore, by repeating the above arguments, there always exists a set Z (i) where
Z (1) := {z(1)1 , z(1)2 , . . . , z(1)K¯ } ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , n}, for i = 1;
Z (i) := {z(i)1 , z(i)2 , . . . , z(i)K¯ } ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , n} \ (Z (1) ∪ Z (2) ∪ · · · ∪ Z (i−1)) for i = 2, 3, . . . , ⌊n/K¯⌋,
such that if i is odd, then
lim
k→∞ ‖pz(i)j (kT )− hi,j(kT )‖ = 0, j = 1, 2, . . . , K¯ ;
or
lim
k→∞ ‖pz(i)j (kT )− hi,ni−j+1(kT )‖ = 0, j = 1, 2, . . . , K¯
if i is even. Hence, condition (3) is satisfied and this completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
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